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ABSTRACT

A finite temperature self-Consistent theory of magnetic polaron in the

s-f model of ferromagnetic semiconductors is developed. The calculations are

based on the novel approach of the thermodynamic two-time Green function methods.

This approach consists in the introduction of the "irreducible" Green functions

(IGF) and derivation of the exact Dyson equation and exact self-energy operator.

It is shown that IGF method gives a. unified and natural approach for a

calculation of the magnetic polaron states hy taking explicitly into account the

damping effects and finite lifetime.
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

In the last decade a great deal of effort has been made to

understand the physical properties of magnetic semiconductors.

The properties of itinerant electrons and the relationship bet-

ween the magnetic and electrical properties of these aubatances

are at present of great interest [ii2"J . Discussions of

the true spectrum of the magnetic seraiconductora have recently be;

undertaken in connection with the magnetic polaron problem [3-7] .

The formation of bound polaron-like states due to the effective

attraction of the electron and raagnon is a very interesting many,

body problem. It is possible for the case of the antiferro-

magnetic coupling of the electron apin to the lattice (magnetic

subsystem). Investigations of the magnetic polarona permit us

to clarify the nature of the true carries at low temperatures of

the magnetic semiconductors. Under various regimes the bare car-

riers can be greatly renornialized and the relevant true carrier-

must be considered. This has been supported from the expe-

rimental point of view[8,9].

The properties of the magnetic polaron states have been in-

vestigated at zero temperature in papers [3-5]• Recently a much

more detailed theory of the magnetic polaron at T =. 0 has been

given by Shastry and Mattis[6]. In ref.[6] the Green function

for a single electron has been calculated including both spin-

conserving and spin-flip processes. Crucial differences between

bound- and scattering state contributions to the electron spec-

tral weight have been highlighted. Unfortunately, the damping

effects and finite lifetimes have notbeentaken into account. She

only mechanism for the damping of the polaron bound states which
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has been < sidered is the decay of a magnetic polaron into an

unbound e- .--ctron with spin-flip and magnon. By energy consider-

ations this becomes possible when the magnetic polaron state merges

only with the electron-magon continuum.

The states of the current carriers in ferromagnetic semicon-

ductors have been investigated for an arbitrary value of S-/

exchange parameter I in the apin-wave region by a variational

procedure in ref.[7]. These authors have criticized the present

methods of calculation of the one-electron Greeia function for the

£ - -f model and claim that an adequate description requires

cumbersome and untransparent decoupling procedures.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss further the magne-

tic polaron problem and develop an unified and complete self-

consistent finite-temperature theory by taking into account the

damping effects and finite lifetime. ?or this aim we use the novel

irreduoibic Green function (IGF) method developed by Plakida

for the self-consistent phonon theory jj 0J and the Heisenberg fer-

romagnet [i i] and by Kuzemsky for the Hubbard model |j2J . The IGF

method completely describes the quasiparticle inelastic scatter-

ing processes in a many-body system and finds quasiparticle spec-

tra with damping in a very general way. From a technical point of

view the IG51 method is a special kind of the projection-operator

approach in the theory of two-time Green functions jj3j• % in-

troducing "irreducible" parts of the GF Cor the "irreducible" parts

of the operaffi!^j from wh'i'in tne GF ±s Tflifs'tructed) the equation of motion

for the GF can ~0e exactly transformed into a Dyson equation with an exact

representation of the self-energy operator which i s represented
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by higher-orderGj-feen1 a funct ions. To ca lcu la te the self-energy

operator i n a se l f - cons i s t en t way, we have to express i t u- -..xir.,

by lower-order Green funct ions . The IGF method has recen!.:

oi.::ii n[:ijii(.-d in a number of solid-state problems pi4]. "arvakov
e t . . '4J - I 1 ?] ••'•'• ro-ct i t ly f,e;isralir.ed t h i s method t o L. 1 Ie c a l cu la t ion of vii.Tnpnr.

excitations with damping for the £-/ model. In[i5J the scat-

tering regime has ;::ly he,;r' considered. The present paper is de-

voted to developing this approach further to take into account

the polaron-like states.

2, Hamiltonian of the Model

The total Hamiltonian of the 5 - / model is given by the

following expression [1,2]

H - H e e + \\f
(1)

where lie ^s ttle operator of kinetic energy of itinerant

band electrons

Here £t - A/ 4-. t,j <-yL~if-{r"i ~^jJJ is the band energy. Although '

the itinerant electrons (2) are predominantly a. -electrons,

they are usually treated as S -electrons for mathematical sim-

plicity. However, the retaining perdominant cl-character of the

itinerant electrons may be very important for describing the •!««,•;

rare-earth metals and magnetic semiconductors L ^ J

For tight-binding electrons the band energy is given by

(3)
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n & e describes the Coulomb interaction of itinerant ct -like'ee

electrons

"te ~ i\t ^
(4)

Here U is the Hubbard-Coulomb correlation integral. In the

case of a pure semiconductor at low temperatures the "conduction"

electron band is empty, and the Coulomb term (4) therefore is

not so important. ftr describes the localized moments which

are treated by the Helsenberg model

4 Z (j J l J £ CJ 1 1 1 ' (5)

The two subsystems (band electrons and localized spins) are

coupled by a local spin-spin exchange interaction

(6)iav

This term leads to the formation of the bound polaron-iike states

due to the effective attraction of the electron and magnon in

the case of antiferromagnetic coupling (1 <C_ 0).

3. fltvson Equation for Bound State Green's Function

For the calculation of the electronic quasipartiele spectrum

of the described model (1) one must consider the equation of mo-

tion for the one-electron QP

In Eef. U^J a self-consistent calculation of the GP (7) has

been performed, where the bound states have not been taken into

account. To do this, one needs the full generalized Green func-

tion

,-h

(8)
404Or\>

To explain the structure of this GF, let us consider first

the equation of motion for the Fourier tranform of the GP (7)

~_i 1 (9)

where 2^-- 1(-1) if <r =4 U ) or +{-). Following[j 0-15] we

introduce by definition the irreducible operator in the

right-hand side of eq.(T)

> \o do)
t y ' r

in which the mean-field contribution is removed. Then the equa-

tion of motion (7) can be exactly transformed to the following

form

Here

(11)

(12)

(13)

In the lattice representation the operator (- KO- reads
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where

a,. (U)

To study magnetic polaron problem, both the Green function

<£ O+cr I cfcxjrfr and <^ C<a t 0 . ^ ^ entered into eq. (8)

have to be evaluated in the same way. This is the crucial point

the whole problem. In terma of the variational procedure this

means the proper choice of the relevant set of wave functions

(c.f.[7] ).

To calculate 4£ Ckv\ &-x&p and <^ G<<j-1 C KS^ , l e t us con-

sider the equation of motion (due to the firat-t ime differenti-

ation) for <£ $-0 &K+&~O- I <XKir~p' # j n -t^g paper, for the sake

of simplicity, we consider only a low electron concentration limit

ana neglect the XJ term. A generalization to the f in i te

electron concentration case can be done d i rec t ly . Thus, we obtain

(15)

Then it is convenient to define the following set of the irredu-

oible operators

(16a)

(16b)

(16c)

Hote that before introducing the irreducible operators (16) one

has to extract from ^i S^o C^+y-r I & M - , ^ 'fclle terms pro-

portional to the initial Green function 4* $-o CUCH>,-<T \ <X- *^>

using the spin commttntation relation. It must be represented by

introducing the spin-operators ordering rule in the calulations.

After a simple algebra eq. (15) can be written in the

following form

(17)

A, 2.

(17a)

(17b)

Here denotes the magnon energy in the generalized mean-

field approximation[ill. The higher-order operators and

have the form (c.f.[15] )

-T-
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K y T (18a)

(18b)

The i r r educ ib le operators (10), (16a) and (16b) have been introduced

so that the operators

tions

ra snd satisfy

We now conaider the GF " C

ly "to eq_, (17) we have

) ' °~

Then from eqs.(17) and (20) we obtain

i_

[ t -1

J /WC^fj

+

[1 -

condi-

(19)

Similar-

(20)

(21)

where

L i -

(22)

Analogously one can write the equation for &P < c < r \ C K(r

So, the equations of motion (9), (17), (19), (21) can be sum-

marized in the matrix form (c.f.

A A

Here

KIT

0 0

with the notation

T __

<L 0

0

<«>

J (24)

(25)

(26)
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Comparing eq- (24) with the results of paper L^J one can see

that ^feirlLo) Play the role of the generalized "ausceptibility"

of the spin-electron bound, states instead of a simple electron

ausceptibility ^c(k.,^) ±n the scattering-state regime

La- EKH> (27)

To obtain a Dyson equation, we have to use the second-time

t differentiation for the matrix GF G^ and then to intro-

duce the "right" irreducible parts as discussed above for "left"

operators. Thus, we obtain the exact equation

Kcr (28)

where the generalized mean-field Green function Q [^Sj reads

r o A -i -

The scattering operator rfc<r(^

(29)

is given by the expression

(30)

where

(3D

the Jfyson equation

(32)

we get the following equation for the self-energy operator M
RT

(33)

from which it follows that we can speak in a complete analogy
A

to the diagraraatic technique that the M ^ is defined aa a

proper (connected) part of the scattering operator P<o- :

• (34)

It should be emphasized that for the retarded (and advanced)

GS"s the proper part has only a symbolic character. But one can

use the causal instead of retarded GF at any step of calcula-

tions due to the same form of the equation of motion for all

three (retarded, advanced, and causal) GI"s. In some sense

there is such a possibility to control, in the diagramatic lan-

guage, the relevant decoupling procedure in further approximati-

ve self-energy calculations.

representation

I
0

h a s following exact

(35)

where denotes

• ^

(36)
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Hence, tile determination of the full Gi1 G-̂ g- haa been reduced

to the determina

energy operator

to the determination of the mean-field GF &Ka- and the self-

l

4. Excitation Spectrum of the Magnetic Polaron

The mean-field matrix

form

Here det 52 reads

A

Let us consider only GF

the following form

where

are given by

n a s t h e explicit

(37)

(38)

^ It can be rewritten in

-1

} (39)

and the self-energy corrections

(40)

Afl i t follows from eq. (38), the generalized meaji-field ^

<C^KU-1 <3?>c<r^ i i a a a ver?" nontrivial structure which i s quite

different from the standard scattering-state regime form:

where

M, T (42)

For the bound polsron-like electron-magnon states the mean-field

renormalizations are quite different from the Hartree-Pock re-

normalizations. In general, the quasiparticle energies are de-

termined by the equation

(43)

and the energy spectrum fcycd- consists of two bands for any

electron spin projection. At the atomic limit ( £ K * 0) and

tOa -? 0 we obtain the exact analytical representation given

in paper[V]

(44)

where and o 2 ~Spo/?/y|y| the spin-value and magnetiza-

tion respectively. Moreover, our generalized mean-field solution

is exactly reduced to the Shastry-Mattia^] result for T «"0

-13-
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e«r

-1

(45)

The magnetic polaron states are formed only for antiferromagnetic

6--J* coupling ( K 0) when there is a .lowering of the band elec-

tron energy due to the effective attraction of the electron and

magnon. At I = 0 the excitation spectrum of the magnetic polaron

problem has been investigated in a great detail[3-6l . In general,

one needs numerical calculations of the excitation spectrum (43).

For this aim the explicit form of the correlations functions

<o2_(j On / and <s>W-«./ \
JQyj / muat be taken into ac-

count [i5-17] .

let us consider two limiting cases where analytical calcu-

lations are possible:

i) a wide-band semiconductor (_ IIIS^- W j

+• JL$

ii) a narrow-band semiconductor

(46b)

where we removed the longitudinal spin correlations for the sake

of simplicity. Here W ia the bandwidth in the limit 1 = 0 .

Mow we consider the low-temperature (spin-wave) limit in eqs.(46)

in which it may be reasonable to assume that S ^ S and

Here
-A.

Thus, we obtain (of. [7, 1S"J):

H 1/ £ t c - £ K ^
,(47«)

Using expressions- (47) one can estimate the binding energy of the

polaron-like state which can be defined aa

th a z^ ~ t ^ (46a)

because in the If — F approximation the spin-down band is given

by the expression

and

where

£K + IS' . We obtain

A/
[0 r

li\s
w lit

(49a)

(49b)

(50 )

The temperature dependence of the energy spectrum in the spin-

wave region is given by the usual T behaviour. In a general

case one takes into account a more exact form of the correlation

^S.S-), for example, the famous VLP result [16] .
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t Polaron States

Tp f: A explicit useful expressions for the self-energy

operator J^L^L^i^J (40), suitable approximations to evaluate

tho higher-order GF's in (36) should be used. To calculate the

self-energy In a self-consistent way, we have to approximate it

by the lower-order GF's. Let us consider GP's appearing in

(36). It is convenient to write down <C"«:)p I A K|(|3 in

the form

Then we obtain

( 5 1 )

(52)

We use the following decoupling procedure

c V S (53)

Here
ir

ir
(54)

The approximation (53) results from the neglect of the vertex

corrections, i.e., the correlation between propagation of the

polarons and the magnetic excitations and the electrons and the

magnona, respectively. Taking into account the spectral theorem

we obtain from (51)-(53)

( 5 6 )

and ^ ^ K t p ' ^ ^ i ^ ^ ' ^ D K , ! " i A K , O ^ > contributions are removed.

In Eqs.(55) and (56) we drop the Fermi distribution function

due to the low electron concentration approximation. Eq

at.d [^6) form s. closed self-L-ony isteni, system of equations * In principle, we

may substitute into the right hand side of (55)

and (56) any relevant initial Green functions and solve it by iter-

We choose for the first iteration step the following

simple one-pole expressions

(57)
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Then we obtain from (36), (55)-(57)

JLK,C (58)

CO ~ t p,-^

where we write down only the h-j- exchange inelastic scatter-

ing contributions for brevity. Por a concrete calculation in a

wide region of temperature we need a suitable approximation for

the longitudinal spin susceptibility. For this aim one may uae the

results of paper [i7J • Using the self-energy 2L<r(x,.>S) w e obtain

the shift A<rf<iuj) and damping f̂ .6cti~>) of the electronic states

taking into account magnetic polaron states

For example, the S-f exchange inelastic scattering contribution

to the damping for the spin-wave region reads

As it follows from (60), the damping of magnetic polaron arises

from combined processes of absorption and emission of magnons

with different energy ( u)a —

-19-

7. C o n c l u s i o n s

In this paper we have ahown that the IGF method gives an

unified and self-consistent formalism for a complete description

of the electronic spectrum including bound polaron-like states

and inelastic scattering processes for magnetic semiconductors

within the S-J model Hamiltonian. Contrary to the claiming

made in ref.[7j our one-electron Green function correctly repro-

duces the true spectrum of the current carriers in a very natural

way because the IGF method permits us to extract all relevant

(for the problem under consideration) mean-field renormalizationa

and put them into the "zero-order" (generalized mean field) GF.

In a general case the mean-field renormalizations can have a

very nontrivial structure as in cases of the Hubbard model in

the strong correlation limit£i2J and the magnetic polaron problem

at finite temperatures and an arbitrary value of S --f exchange.

To obtain this nontrivial structure of the mean-field renormali-

sations correctly, one must construct the full matrix GP built

on the complete algebra of relevant operators and develop a

special projection procedure fr higher-order GF'a in accordance

with the finding algebra. Moreover, for the first time in our

theory we are able to calculate explicitely the full self-energy

operator ^.(Kt^for magnetic polaron problem.

Note that a similar but distinct task is the problem of

the bound magnetic polaron in semiconductors [19,20] The BMP con-

sists ̂ f 0^ impurity electron localized in a shallow donor state

accompanied by an inhomogenous local magnetization and it can also

be considered by the present method, but it is the object of a

subsequent paper.
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